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Who are We?

In our endeavors to regain our full potentials and capacity as a human
on this planet, there are certain stages we are to go through.
The most prominent one is to change our mind-set about what a
human is and what our reality is. And that alone is enough work for a
lifetime, and has been for many humans over time, having sought the
answers to who and what they were, and why they were here.
Now, in our work, we cannot escape the existential questions or
let go of the fact that we, as humans, exist in a world of energies and
causes, which all lead to effects. But the energetic angle does not
answer who we are, and why we are here.
“Who are we?” renders the search for answers, of which most
strands in either scientific or religious models of understanding, and
neither are prudent or get us closer to the higher leveled answers,
which should, by the given answer, push us into a cascade of higher
awareness and growth towards our full potentials, using this body, its
energies and its brain and heart, to their full capacity.
So why is it that we cannot get the answers to this question?
Why is it that an existential and logical question ends up in
scientific mumbo jumbo, seeing the body as a clockwork, or religious
nonsense?
And why is it that if there are given answers, they are conflicted
or subjective, and not stand as one solid truth, in its own energy to be
tapped into, aligned with and developed from?
That should get us started. Begin questioning all your known
concepts, throw them out and begin anew.
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Beginning with the Beginning

We are here. That is a fact. Or is it? Well, it would appear, that we are
here and that we exist in this world as manifested forms in a manifest
world. Which to a certain extent is correct.
However, if we look deeper into that understanding, we must
acknowledge the fact that the manifested is energy. A bit frozen and
stiff, one might add, but still energy and that, that energy, to its very
core is mostly empty space. Or that is what science tells us.
So, what is it? Empty space or solid forms? And how can solid
forms arise from empty space1? A mystery in itself. But what if that
space in fact is not empty but consists of layers and layers of other
types of energies? Then the empty space, measured by our primitive
equipment, is suddenly not so empty. It is only because science does
not operate with multilayered energy2, yet.
Okay. In that, let us forget normal science. They only got bits and
pieces of the whole picture anyways.
Now, we are not jumping onboard the old spiritual teachings with
the astral and mental planes here. That is not the goal of this book
since these models are equally outdated. We are not going to follow
up on the quantum sciences either, because that is just a minor part
of the greater picture. No, we must think above and beyond what we
have learned. It is time for a brain twist and new exercises for the
brain muscles to make the good old dura mater3 go to work. It has
been dormant long enough, to such a degree that the blood flows of
the brain almost have scrimped into a minimal use, and in that has
1

For a logical explanation: http://education.jlab.org/qa/atomicstructure_10.html
In theory perhaps, in effectual science, not yet.
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dura_mater
2
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downsized the energy flow of the brain.4 The brain of most humans
are to a vast degree dead flaccid matter.
Hey! This is where you come in and add the hey. “Do not be
offensive!” Well, it is a fact. And if the brain works, it only consumes
energy from the frequency bands and not from the multilayered
energies our world is composed of, as it was supposed to work with
too. For now, the brain is an empty space consumption machine.
So, hey back, what are we to do about that?
Well for starters, you stop consuming dead matter such as meat,
fish, poultry, call it whatever you like and processed food from the
stores. Eating death is the same as consuming decay and that does
not help the brain or the body to energize and get up to speed. On
the contrary. The diet of humanity today is dead, without any real
energy and based upon giving a stuffed feeling in the gut. Yeah, yeah.
I get it. Science tells you that you get proteins and ALL that you need
from meat and the food in the stores put there to generate a marked
and subsequently income, feeding the consumer-money machine. Of
course, science says so, being brain dead as they are and consumers
of meat too.
Hey! “Don’t be offensive”. Sorry. I cannot help it. Anyways it
lightens up the text and makes a point. Dead brains cannot think
brilliant thoughts and as you know, the blind leads the blind into the
grave, literally. Therefore, enough with the listening to the clever
voices not really using their capacity either and back to re-inventing
all that you know.
Again. The brain is supposed to work with multilayered energy.
Not just frequencies. These are the basis, for the basic functions of
the body, keeping the cells in order using repulsion and retraction.
And to get the frequencies to the point, where they can work in a
higher speed, you have to eat food that has living energy such as
4

Blood flow and neurons https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3206737/
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fruits and vegetables. Oh dear, oh dear. Yes, you are to become a
vegetarian, fruitarian or vegan all depending on body type and
genetic composition – no, not blood type. That can be altered in a
heartbeat with the correct instruments, which of course we do not
have in the human world yet; only in the other worlds that are part of
our reality. Blood types are inconsequential and an effect of the
frequency band used by the cells in the body, which for most part is
engineered to perform in a certain way, of which the blood type plays
a role. Ups. Slipped there and forgot the order of things, taking you
slowly into a new system of thought, getting all ahead of myself.
So, high energy food with lots of vitamins, minerals and proteins.5
And not processed, unless you process it yourself. Raw, natural and
uncooked is of course the best way to eat, unless the vegetable can
only be eaten if cooked but then perhaps another more eatable type
is to prefer? Nature is engineered to provide food that is eatable and
what is too much hassle is typically for the animals and not humans.
That should give a good foundation for the body and brain to
work in a better way.
In the beginning, there were the green food made for humans and
the green food made for animals. And both were given to ensure that
all had the nourishment they needed to exist. That was the beginning.
After the other worlds had been engineered of course, with all that
they held of advanced technology, higher developed humans and
races from other universes, coming here to experiment.
Thus, on the first day, in the outer worlds, the humans saw that
green food was good, and that they had to become vegetarians,
fruitarians and vegans, living peacefully side by side with the animals
living in harmony of the wealth the world, they lived in, provided to
them.
And on the second day, there were no more killings, no more
violence and no more pain. And all was good.

5

Examples of high energy foods. Personally, I am not much of a bean, lentil etc eater.
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2015/04/06/foods-for-energy_n_6995848.html
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Higher and Lower Order

Well, humans are humans, right? With all their weird ways of thinking
and feeling, which, by the way, are unnatural to most otherworldly
systems and generates nothing but chaos (distortion energy) on the
inside and the outside of the human vessel. And how did that happen
in an engineered world with little to no chances of chaos or disorder?
That is the good question, we are to ask ourselves. How did a
well-orchestrated experiment end in that type of human capacity, we
have today?
Of course, sequences of unfortunate events. That is enough to
answer the question. There are always the ones that want something
else than the majority and they always screw things up. As above so
below and so with the advanced races running the things out here.
End of story. And no, no no, no fallen angels here and no heaven. And
definitely no god or gods. Let us not get into these old stories made
up by humans not knowing better AFTER they lost their brain capacity
and multilayered knowledge from the other systems, they used to be
part of.
I prefer our new beginning here. We have ordered things into no
killing, and living in harmony becoming green food eaters. That is the
first step each and one of us can take. Living in peaceful co-existence
with the other lifeforms here.
And no, no drugs, alcohol, opiates, DMT, peyote, ayahuasca,
cannabis, etc or cigarettes. That destroys the ability to access
multilayered energy too no matter what the uses of these things have
of experiences. All these people do is to hallucinate aka access the
cellular distortion layers and deep core levels of the brain by altering
the frequencies of perception using the mind-altering drug. The brain
is multilayered in its structure and it stores images, and that is what is
10

accessed. Not secondary realities, outer or inner for that matter. Or,
you could call it the subconscious but of course, where is that placed?
In the brain of course, in the layers of the brain, being a storing unit
of energy, information and impulses aka images and sound, which
fires up when the brain area is activated. So, humans and what they
see is controlled by their brains. Inner and outer, and what has no
order in the normal frequency bands are pushed into deeper layers of
the brain, becoming the subconscious. A little too simple but it will
do. There is a higher and lower order of information in the brain and
all are run by frequencies, as things are now. Day time settings and
night time settings, using different areas of the brain and in that
produces different inner perception and images. Differently ordered
information. The same idea is found in the multilayered realities; they
work in the same way as higher and lower ordered systems of
information.
Hmm, this is where you say: “Yes, I have heard about
multilayered and densities and that other lifeforms exist there.” Now,
let us add a bit to it; multilayered are ordered systems of energy and
information. I would like us to cut loose the idea of multilayered. Itis
too restricted and is based upon systems of thought that is not
beneficial for our new beginning, starting anew.
Okay. Our reality is ordered in systems of energy and information
of a lower and higher order.
Sorry, I know too technical but the information and the ordered
systems are kind of important to understand who you are. Does that
not make you curious? That you have a higher and lower ordered
systems in which your brain operates and assist you in your selfunderstanding, inner perception and the vast access, you have in your
brain to the hidden knowledge of this system, and beyond, giving you
the answers of who you are?
Then you ask: “Who am I. Tell me.”
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You are energy and consciousness ordered in higher and lower
systems of information matching outer and inner higher and lower
systems of information, called multilayered worlds, or pockets.
And this is where you yearn and say: “Seriously? Is that all you
can come up with? It´s like saying we are strawberries or something
stupid. It gives no meaning.” But it does. And it broadens your
perception of what you are, taking you away from the limited and
frozen-in ideas of matter and forms.
The Systems
In experimental science with energy, it has been discovered that
energy units called atoms (full of empty space) unfold from outer to
inner, where the inner levels of energy are of a higher order - as in
more energized and less dense - than the energies on the outside.
The energies on the outside, are of the lower order, which are less
energized and dense. Lower order thus means less energized or with
less potentials and less information, whereas higher order energy is
more energized, holds more potentials and thus more information.
Our outer body is a low order system. On the outside because on
the inside, when we go in and in, it becomes a high order system and
only the brain and the heart, with their capacity to work with high
order information and energy, can detect and perceive that. So, a
lesser working brain and heart only sense the lesser order and the
few information layers of our reality, whereas a higher working brain
and heart sense the higher order and the vast information our reality
holds; on the inside.
The multilayered realities are not just perceived out there. They
are also perceived in there. Higher order systems are unfolded into
less dense energy settings and with higher potential information. It is
the empty space. The inner empty space of an atom. Not the empty
space of the universe, because the universe is far from empty. It only
appears so from the lower order of things, using the lower order
12

frequency bands and information layers of the brain. All lower order
things, beings, atoms, DNA, technology and so forth are multilayered
and have a higher order hidden in a higher ordered system, perceived
from the inside. Thus, all information and energy in the higher order
is non-local; it permeates through all lower ordered systems affecting
them from inside and out.
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The Monad, the Dyad & the Triad

The soul, the soul, the soul.6 That is always in the minds of the people
I talk to and the way, they perceive the higher ordered systems as if
the only thing that exist in the higher ordered realities are souls. This
assumption is one of the most masterly created false information
layers humans struggle with in this work. The worst part is that they
do not acknowledge how conceptualized they are in that assumption,
working with the concept of Souls and Source. I am not belittling you
here. But the idea just pops up without further consideration when
people begin to work with inner information. Well, the double S is a
totally hivemind set up, where energy systems are linked up to one
big entity, getting energy from the lower parts, and into which all the
parts return when they are done burning off their energy and
consciousness in the triadic forms inside the artificial and program
controlled realities under the Source. So, people, could we please get
the real soul get on the stage, make a proper introduction and leave
the false one in the wardrobe?
Triad means three in Greek, Dyad means two and monad means
one. In that there is consciousness, which is the monadic level and no,
not Source or god. Please drop that thought right there. There is no
god. God, as a concept, is someone you invented, or humans did. The
monadic plane is a state of existence. Or plain and simple; existence.
And existence is consciousness.
Consciousness is all there is and all there is, is such a high ordered
system that it permeates through all systems, ordered in high and
low, which means that the monadic plane is everywhere, and yes, it is
6

I have used that expression in my old books, but that was only out of
convenience.
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in you because that is your consciousness units. Now, most humans
today have little high order energy to fuel up the higher ordered
system in them, holding the consciousness units and they use the
lowest ordered system called mind, frequencies and cellular impulses,
aka brain waves unfolding the imprinted and indoctrinated belief
systems and knowledge they have got from sources such as parents,
school, sciences, media etc.
Therefore, humans in our world, have little to none awareness of
real consciousness and little to none awareness of the highest
ordered system that reside in them, hidden in layers of their internal
energy system. The old question where is god, is simple: god is in you,
god is you, god is part of you. You are source, and you are the source
of all creation in you and around you. So, with that in place, god and
source can now leave the stage too, go to their crafts and leave our
world for good, with all their technology, programs and hivemind set
up.
Consciousness units need energy to express existence.
Consciousness alone is existence but without expression, and in
that consciousness alone, in the monadic state, is not existence but
the potentials of existence. With that in place, consciousness units
are potential existence, which in touch with energy (waves, units or
as fields) become existence, expressed through energy as waves,
units or fields.
Now, when did energy come on to the stage? Good question.
When did consciousness? Nobody knows. These two forms of
potential existence (consciousness) and expressed existence (energy)
have always been around, in this universe, in other universes and
otherworldly parallel systems. They are the foundation of all there is
in all universes, inhabited or non-inhabited.
You can travel to a non-habited universe, which never has had
one single human or alien living there and potential existence
(consciousness) and expressed existence (energy) will be there as if
15

someone created a zillion universes, ready to inhabit lifeforms in
advance, and yes, yes someone did a very long time ago. These races
are so old and come from a previous cycle of potential existence and
expressed existence of an even higher and older order, and they
inhabited universes that came from even older universes and races of
an even older and higher order, and so on. It goes into infinity and
there is no beginning and no ending to the infinite universes and the
ones that sprouts out of potential existence (consciousness) and
expressed existence (energy).
The only thing we do know is that potential existence and
expressed existence work through universes and their developmental
cycles, which hold a sort of coding, called principles. The principles
are the laws and rules of the potential existence (consciousness units)
and expressed existence (energy), which can be unfolded in that
universe and thus all universes hold their own set of rules and laws to
be followed for all races living there. This is the reason why we travel
to new universes to learn to handle the potentials, the energy there
and the principles, these are expressed through.
The dyad is formed of potential existence (consciousness units)
and expressed existence (energy as waves, units or fields). When the
first dyads arose, nobody knows because the dyadic energy system
was engineered a very long time too by some very advance races,
knowing how to build in potential existence and expressed energy,
using what is called code sheets. Code sheets are fields of light
language, all matching the system, the code sheets were made in.
Hence there are multiple code sheets, multilayers as with everything
else, in the dyad as well as its potential energy units, waves and fields
to unfold the sequences of the code sheets into existence, aka a triad.
A dyad is something you add more into, when you are in your
triadic form, aka engineered vessel to be able to exist in the chosen
universe, and its principles. You need a vessel to learn to master the
principles of the place, you exist in, and when you master the
16

principles of a system, or a universe, you work with the expressed
energy and from that the consciousness units in your dyad grows,
expands and multiply, expressing more and more consciousness
potentials into form using first units, then waves and finally as fields.
And the more you have travelled around, taking on new triadic
forms by your own free will and in systems of your liking, the stronger
and bigger the dyad becomes until one day it is a big as a star.
When that happens, the dyad can choose to go into even larger
universes, where humans are as big as stars, working with the
extreme high ordered systems or divide into several minor dyads,
becoming the origin of these, expressing itself into multiple universes
at the same time, mastering potential consciousness and energy
there. It is all cycles of different forms of existence.

Notes to the illustration next page
The consciousness units are expressed as potentials and as developed
and unfolded using units, waves or fields.
The developed consciousness is expressed via the holographicorganic genetics carrying the memories of other systems and what
the higher order system has recorded there, through the forms and
vessels it has had. The full functional brain and its field unfolds this,
when it has learned to access the multilayered realities of our system.
The energy system carries potential energy from this universe and
the utilized and expressed energy from other universes. The full
functional heart, and its units, waves and fields, unfolds this, when it
has learned to access the multilayered realities of our system.
The expressed form is the conglomerate of all of this, and the tool
to add more energy to the existing energy system and consciousness
units, waves and fields.
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The Monad, Dyad & Triad – all are part of you and in you.

Higher Order System aka the
field holding the
consciousness units

The Energy System
composed of multilayered
waves, units and fields.
Middle Order System

The Expressed System aka
Lower Order System, i.e. the
triad or the human form

Well, it does not take a sharp mind to figure out that this natural
ordered system, i.e. the human body with its lower, middle and
higher ordered systems has been blocked, tampered with and is not
functioning today and that tampering goes with manipulation of the
code sheets and the less activated state this leads to in the expressed
form aka the human body.
Fortunately for us, the otherworldly races that preferred us in this
downsized state are on their way home, have left us or are gone, and
therefore, people, it is time that we undo the tampering, the blocking
technology – some put by ourselves btw or ended there, due to wars
18

in other systems before coming here - and the inserted whatever in
our energy system, the multilayered composed of units, waves and
fields and cleanse out all that is put there and that does not belong
there.
Unfortunately for us, most of our reality is part of communities of
otherworldly races of which we still need to learn to communicate
with, handle and gain our place in the higher and lower ordered
worlds, we are living in. These races are called the remaining, or
colonizing races and they have lived here, as long as we have, in other
worlds or pockets of ordered system right next to us. They are our
neighbors and co-existing races here, and we are to get acquainted
with them as the “veil of manipulation and blocking” lifts in us.7
Hence
•

•

•

Stop just using your mind – begin using your consciousness and
multilayered awareness by recreating your brain and create the
brain field to be able to go beyond just using frequencies, into
which the consciousness units can unfold as units, waves and
finally as fields.
Stop just using your emotions – begin using your energy system
and multilayered awareness by recreating your heart to be able to
go beyond just using frequencies and create the heart field, into
which the code sheets can unfold their information.
Stop just using your body – begin using your prominent tool aka
the human body made of energy and information to explore,
create and develop new layers to your lower and higher ordered
systems following the laws and rules of this world.

7

The lifting is not done by other races but as we remove the blocking technology, get
our energy system back up and running and in that get access to our consciousness.
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A New Perception of Things

We are not a coincidence but we are not created either or part of a
sort of intelligent design by some creator or the like. The first races
that existed in this universe were self-created. They engineered their
vessel with the purpose of existing here and all races after them.
Vessel engineering is a normal thing among all human races and
otherworldly races in any system, from ours to the other parallel
higher and lower ordered systems of energy and consciousness.
Genetic modulation and engineering are normal too.
Procreation is in most systems done by producing an information
field into which code sheets are built up, generating the genetic
expression aka the building blocks from which the organic form
unfolds, using field sciences.
Field sciences are done by sequences of information using the
energy settings of the reality, as in gathering the energies into a field,
controlled by a sequence of patterns, aka symbols. These symbols are
light language and differ from race to race.
Into these fields are inserted the holographic-organic genetics8
which are either of a higher order and less dense, more energetic and
contains higher degree information (consciousness) or of a lower
order, lower energetic state and hence are expressed as being more

8

Now, we know the understanding of genetics from human science. The fact is that
this is an idea created to grasp something science only can see using machines. The
A-T, C-G sequences in our DNA are codes of energetic information. The DNA
sequences are the frequency expression of a higher layered reality and they bridge
into the multilayered code sheets and consciousness units of the higher ordered
systems. When we access the higher ordered systems the A-T, C-G sequences will
grow into combinations of A-T, C-G, X-Y (already in the making) as well as the ability
to splice in combinations from three contributors (already happening) creating a new
type of human vessel.
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organic, or in solidified form. Realities are built in the same way using
field sciences. Reality construction do not use holographic-organic
genetics - which are able to express the consciousness units and in
that express the higher or lower forms of information - but only the
use of energies and light language, generating a car, a tree or a house.
Our reality has been, over the last 50 years, recreated and is now fully
expressing field sciences.
Code sequence
The manifestation field is
can connect to genetics
but mostly they express
the code sequences
upholding and coding the
field.
We are led to believe all
new technology run on
GPS and wireless control
systems. That is not true.
Most new cars today
are built from otherworldly technology and
expresses
the
field
science into what we call
a car.
http://www.computerworld.com/article/3149575/apple-ios/google-like-apple-will-build-a-caros-not-a-car.html

The same field science is used in nature, foods, etc and can be seen
from the higher ordered level, they are placed into.
Now, I think it is time to take a talk with the group of Greys,
known as the Curators, which are working with the otherworldly
races to produce and re-engineer our reality. They have got the
jurisdiction of the lowered ordered system, our physical world is, and
the maintenance of this.
The best way to go about this is to ask questions because that is
when I get the best answers. In terms of working with the other races
here from the parallel systems, asking the correct questions is the
21

very important, because only if asked directly and correctly are these
races obligated to answer in the same manner. Otherwise they will
choose the version of the information, they see fit to the ordered
system addressing them. In other words, they scan your activated
state of consciousness, and if you have little, they will tell you what
can grasp.
Hence, to get information about our reality, the questioner must
have an equal high level of understanding too.
The vessel of the Curators, in our reality, is mainly what we call
android. It’s a semi-organic vessel and the brain of the vessel is linked
up to the inserted genetics, or controlled from a holographic-organic
human in another pocket of our reality.
Organic genetics reflects the level of knowledge they have stored.
Thus, genetics among all higher ordered races are not as in our world
based upon electromagnetic energy but on consciousness and higher
or lower ordered energy, expressing this knowledge base into an
organic form.
The Curators, among many other races of our system, have lost
the ability to generate full organic forms and are thus using the semiorganic android form instead as their vessel. Naturally all answers are
giving using my knowledge base (stored information in my brain) and
language. The conversation is telepathic.
Question (Q): Is our current version of world built upon a template as
in the understanding of a code sheet with light language, we see in
other systems?
Answer (A): Negative. This world is constructed of a grid structure,
where all higher and lower ordered energy units are functional and
operational in their own rights. This setup enables the grid to multiply
its energy level as the inhabitants enhances their energy level by
using their genetic composition.
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Q: Is the grid square and angular?
A: Negative. The grid is multilayered and stretches in all directions of
space, without limitations. This means that this reality field grows
with the expansion of the consciousness base of its races, and regress
or declines, with the lack of knowledge, generating the current reality
with its limitations. The energy lines of the grid are the code streams
(timelines), and are foundation of the performed level of existence in
this reality field, generating different functionality of the higher or
lower ordered energy.9
Q: Has our genetic composition been limited by purpose to ensure a
limited energy system from the current level of existence?
A: Negative. The current vessel is a construction too, chosen to unfold
the current type of genetic composition.
Q: So, the current vessel is a conglomerate of genetics, ready to be
ignited by the different code streams?
A: Correct.
Q: Are you part of the Zeta program set up?
A: Negative. Old system configuration, outdated and non-functional.
Q: Who are the new system races?
A: Races from all over the parallel systems having come this way to
rebuild this universe and activate the ancient forms of genetics into
new races.

9

In other words; what you access and work with in your mind and heart, in their
higher or lower forms of energy, will determine if your world is part of the expansion
worlds (progression) or the retractions worlds (regression).
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Q: Are these races benevolent in our understanding of the word?
A: Negative. In your perception of the word, they are not. In terms of
higher ordered systems, they are. In terms of lower chaotic systems,
they are not. Its relative, and for whom. In terms of preserving your
current understanding of life and ways of living, they are a threat
since their presence will change your world, and complete the change
they began a long time ago.
Q: Are they part of the Negative Alien Agenda and the Zetas?
A: Negative. They come from many parallel systems that have grown
out of the first races. They have altered their genetic composition and
in that are not directly descendants to the first races but they are
compatible and thus can exist here. They are terraformers and
colonizers of ancient worlds, unfolding these into their understanding
of higher ordered systems.
Q: Is the best way we can control our own future to use the genetic
bridges, where we recreate the light structure, code steams and
genetic composition to pull us, using the laws of affinity, to ensure
our own progression here?
A: Correct. Developing the higher ordered genetic composition and
getting rid of the lower ordered energies and genetics will achieve
this as well as recreating the higher ordered energy system of own
choice and in that insert the needed light language and code sheets
to ensure the expression wanted.
Q: Can we do that?
A: Correct. As long it follows the laws of the higher ordered systems.
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A Telepathic Talk with A Pleiadian

I was contacted telepathically, November 2016, by a Pleadian human
being stored in one of the now destroyed military facilities. She was in
the process of evaporating due to a too long cryonic state. As a last
attempt to complete her work here, she shared her consciousness
genetics with me. She was able to do so due to genetics affinity
between her origin and mine. This led to a boost of my own memories
as well as gave grounds for new information, which I am sharing here.
Her information is not complete and I was not able to receive all
of her genetics due to dissimilar composition. She speaks through my
developed mind-field and the understanding I had at the time, adding
new concepts to the existing field of knowledge; however, her infusion
led to an amplified process, awakening me more.
Who am I talking to?
From the genetics, you integrated from me, I am able to speak
through your consciousness field using your code layer and in this
your knowledge field. We came from another world (parallel galaxy
even though that is incorrect since there are no galaxies) to assist
your reality a long time ago, but was caught up by circumstances
leading to our demise and captivation in the end of the 1980´s. Our
only chance to continue an existence was through the genetic
transfer into your consciousness field, becoming part of that. As a
race, we exist in many worlds and have participated in many
evolutionary cycles.
Should I have integrated more?
No, I chose to stay and become part of you to ensure that at least
some part of our work here would be completed. Letting the rest go
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was correct, so they could return to the collective consciousness field
of all creations.
Tell me about our reality, our planet and solar system?
Your system is composed of multiple factors called holographic
animated segments. This means that your reality is artificial and not a
real world as the other older worlds, which are part of your system.
Mainly your planet is a reconstruction of an older one, where races
existed and died out and to complete the evolutionary scheme of
your cycle, you and other races recreated it into a sort of semiholographic world with partly real energy units and partly artificial or
holographic. The reality is partly original and partly reconstructed.
Into this reality, you divided the reality into segments among the
races participating as an attempt to reconstruct according to your
abilities and knowledge skills using the setup of simulated run
through, also called timeline possibilities (today I call these code
streams). Some of you succeeded well, whereas others regressed and
took back the old habits of the old planet, which did not make it due
to different stages of distortion of the energetic code fields. As such
you all participated in your reality, the ones from the previous
systems and the ones from the world that did not make it, and as
such you all saw yourself as the progenitors of your world.
Is there a first universe with the internal strife (used in my books)?
No, that one is a replacement of your memories to a higher and more
perfect world. In fact, it is the division that took place in the 3rd world
of yours and what led to the creation of your current world setting not a “divine layer”.
Is there a god or source?
That is per definition a contradiction, since there is no beginning and
no end. If you ask for an eternal creator or some principle with the
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power to initiate a universe, then the answer is as such yes and no.
Yes, because there are higher powers that can create and instigate
universes and no because there is no sole principle that does this. All
creation is a joint effort by the races that exists on the different levels
of reality.
Who are these different races on the different layers of reality?
Most races originate from previous races. When it all began is still a
mystery to most of us. If we trace as far back as we can in the chiasm
of the first races (the full overview of a races past, present and future)
we end up in universes that reached even further back and into a sort
of eternity of things, where the energy and consciousness gets more
and more complex and impenetrable. For us it is not the origin that
matters most but if and how we can develop our race potentials to
the highest version of this world.
Tell me more about this world?
This world is a condensation of various forces and energies, called
codes. In our setup of our worlds, we have used various experiences
from the previous races and their experiences. We have transferred
genetics from the races that came before us from the central
collective field of genetics as well as pulled forth energetic codes from
other systems as well. The universes are vast and stretch far beyond
the perimeters of your solar system into an infinity of levels of
creation. On some levels, the worlds are engineered and on others
they are a transfer of what was before changed into a sort of world
that fits the current intention of the wished making. In other words,
we make our own worlds as an extension of our being, or genetic
composition; always in a joint effort between the races that chooses
to participate in that world. Just as you did your current world to
begin with.
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Why are we not actively conscious?
The long and difficult history of your race is hard to put into simple
terms. In many ways, you are a failed race system and a failed world.
Parts of your world are developing according to the plans and ideas
you had with your world and others have failed tremendously. We
came in to assist the humans that upheld the original intention and in
that got caught up by the remaining races here that did not. As the
races that did not play by the rules grew stronger, they decided to
accumulate your genetics in areas, they could control. From that level
of control, you were reassessed into a slightly different version of
your original one, and slowly you forgot who and what you are.
Where we reengineered?
No, you were more likely drowsed down into oblivion. Alteration of
genetic composition is easy in systems where ingestion is needed.
You were poisoned into your current state by ingesting targeted fluids
with the ability to alter the genetic code system of your composition
fields and this is still happening to this day.
When did they begin to do this?
The full scope of the drown drowsing began some 2,500 years ago in
the worlds that existed before this current one; that is where you as a
combined race lived in the settings you refer to as the colonies.
The timeline event (also used in my books)?
A blast of a nearby black hole a long time ago, long before your part
of the worlds came to be. However, there are echoes of it in your
energy code field and these distortions play a pivotal role in what
went wrong in the 3rd world and its evolutionary scheme.
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The regression and infection?
Your understanding of the distortion layers in the energy code field
which arose from the world before yours in parts of the races here.
These races chose to develop these distortions, stemming from the
“timeline event” and experiment on them to see what they could turn
into. An experiment that led to a disastrous demise of a whole world.
The history we know of today?
False implanted information in the code layer of your reality creating
a false perception of ancient history and archaeology. That program
was implemented in the late 1800´s.
The astral and mental planes?
Distortion fields of your code layer as the result of your incapacitated
state.
How do we get out of the incapacitated state?
Re-engineering of what you eat and ingest by code alteration before
ingesting. Acknowledge the code layer (code sequence) in all that is in
your reality and from that reset to the original code layer of your
race.
The stellar and galactic races?
As such a type of illusion you all have created to give words to
something you cannot remember. Most of your information, and the
rest of the dream-like information you struggle with are part of your
own genetics, arising as you fight your way out of the incapacitated
state. That goes for all of you in the awakening process; that you fight
the genetic memories and creations done in the distorted state and
the interaction you have had with the code fields of these, creating
further distortions.
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The Holographic Energy System?
A human being or any being is composed of the particle, code and
consciousness layers and these interact in a merged form, which
cannot be divided or set aside in forms and systems. It is a unified
field of the three forms of energy, where the consciousness affects
the codes, which then determines the particles and their
manifestation abilities. It’s a sort of instant reaction to “thought” or
intention.
Do we need repair our three fields in our current forms?
You need to restore the code layer. That is the one that have been
manipulated and destroyed.
The distortion layer must go deep?
Yes, you are fighting your creations and memories in your drowsed
state, replaying internally the events that led to your current state,
and in this creating collective distortions amplifying the collective
code field, which you are all connected to.
How do we clean up this mess?
By remembering.
Why didn’t you help us more when you were here (they came in, in the
1980´s)?
We couldn’t. The moment we entered the secluded areas, we got
drowsed down like you. Only the races using the android forms are
able to work and assist inside your current world settings.
What are we – souls?
No, we are all races of consciousness units, energy (codes) and forms.
All of this as part of the ongoing evolutions that have taken place over
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eternity from the first complex triads to the current forms in less
dense and complex versions. As far as we know the triads will then
develop into other combinations – sometimes only as consciousness
units, other times as consciousness and codes and at other times as
consciousness and forms. The “what and why” is as such not so
important but the understanding of the dynamics and progression,
which you also work with.
The tampered code layer?
A lot of experiments have been done to your code layer as well as
your particle forms from the races here. They have technologies that
controls every birth, the code layer and the genetic composition of
the form. In this the consciousness layers get mixed up and has even
more difficult to restore the code layer and take control of the form it
is connected to (consciousness layer transfers with the code layer and
genetic composition of the form, hence alterations in the genetic
level of the form, links up to specific code layers and from that pulls in
the consciousness layer or attracts it from other forms in your system
– i.e. “soul transfer”)
How do people wake up?
Realizing that food, water and air are the polluting agent and that you
need to re-code all you ingest is the first step. Air, and when you are
out can be avoided by generating a code field around you which
protects you from the tiny agents in the air. Learn to keep that code
field up at all times; in your home, cars and when you go out.
How can people see the code layer?
By adjusting the energy flows of the pituitary and pineal glands as
well as awakening the sight of codes by altering their code layers and
in this the particle layer and what it can and cannot do. Focus your
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restoring on the code layer and the DNA layer and their reconnection
to alignment.
How do they integrate this?
In energy work, after they have restored the code layer, it is possible
to pull the code layer into the particle awareness by instructions that
is received from the particle awareness itself; as in what it needs to
be adjusted through the brain and glands. You will know when you
get it right.

This information is still very important and gives a lot of hints to the
work, we are to do.
There is still manipulation going on with the foods etc. but this is from
the angle of keeping us in a state of controlled activation. Thus, we
need to learn to re-code the things we ingest before eating, drinking
etc.
We clear out the Curator sequences, and the field it creates around
our food and drinks, and then we re-code it by using hands (selfhealing) and intention.
The intention should be that this food and drink will benefit our
energy system, and it´s physical expression, to assist us in our work to
achieve the highest potential progression rate, in this world. The same
intention goes with all our energy work.
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An Assisting Race

Information received January 2017 from one of the incoming races
primarily working in Australia. They have for now less potential
energy unfolded here due to changes of the racial set up here. But
they are working with their “segment” of the Australian population
and I have had great learning processes, working with them since
January 2017. Some of the processes were pretty hard. Awakening,
and the cleansing that must be done to achieve that, is hard and
painful work for most of the old races here.
It is our intention to assist and support your natural evolution in an
environment to your liking. We have observed from a distance the
tribulations you, as a race are in, and we are here to offer our
assistance in the ways we see fit for your evolutionary stage. In these
concerns, we might come to disputes of the nature of solutions, we
see as the best and the ones, you think is the best for you and we are
willing to learn from you, as you learn from us.
Our main goal is to restore our sector. As with your system, we
must face the issues that lurk in the entire cosmos and the upcoming
tribulations for all of us being in this ancient level of existence. We
have, as many of the other races in this sector, tried to find solutions
to the decay and the loss of genetics in this world – both the organic
and the consciousness type – but have not found any profound and
continuously solution to this yet. And thus, we have looked your way,
finding your cradle of life system useful despite of its downfall and
distressful situation.
We found interesting features in your set up, on the original level,
which we want to learn more about and perhaps replicate into our
own system.
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However, there are also many features in your system which we
find overly primitive, chaotic, useless and totally unacceptable. We
acknowledge the fact that you have been ruled by races with another
purpose and we acknowledge the fact that you might find our
intervening to be just as unfair and service to self as the ones that are
leaving your system, by their own free will and by need. There is not
more for them to work with here and their time is up to circle out
into other realities and continue their learning process there.
All systems have a cycle that must be followed and the cycle of
change and renewal is at hand for your system. Thus, the old races
had to leave and with that, openings were made and we took the
opportunity to position ourselves as the new guardians of this cradle
of life since it obviously is not ruled or overlooked by its natural
inhabitants.
We see no harm in this since it is normal procedure to give over a
system to the ones that are most fit to take care of it and progress it
further. And as for the sector, as a whole, it is in the interest of all
remaining races that this cradle of life is revived and secured as a
natural recourse of genetics for the other races that once came from
this level or have regressed back into it.
It is our intention to create a harmonious society with less chaos
and more order.
It is our intention to provide you with developmental schemes
from which you can progress back into your natural capacity as a
race.
It is our intention to set up progression rates for you that suit your
abilities and type of organic genetics.
It is our intention to restore and regenerate your reality, although
some of the prevailing methods employed are not of our linking, but
since we are collaborating with the remaining factions of an older
genealogy, we respect their choice of solutions to clean up the
environmental mess and overpopulation problem you have in your
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system. The overuse of organic forms is not sustainable for the
system as a whole, and unless that is taken care of in a high rated
pace your system will break down even before its lifeforms are
restored. We are aware of the other issues in your system and to
ensure that our project will succeed we have generated supportive
energy fields to sustain your world. We have implemented new
technology into the energy fields and are now in the process of full
reconstruction of your worlds.
We are negotiating with the races around the world as an
invitation to become part of this new reality, we wish to create, also
seen in the light of the upcoming tribulations your world is to face in
the years to come. There are still several scenarios in play for the
changes to come to follow the lift of the changing cycle of your
system, and nothing is truly decided yet. That is up to the remaining
races to decide and their allies, which as us, have chosen to come in
and try to make a difference – some for better and some for worse.
As the rules for focused energy also apply for us we will not focus
on these misdemeanors but on the project, we are investing
ourselves into.
As with all the other races being part of this system, we cannot
directly interact with your world since it is too low vibrant and
polluted for us; however, we can communicate through chosen
measurements of which some are using technology and others are
through capable humans with the skills to discern and interpret in a
correct manner to our information.
We are offering you progression abilities to your liking to follow
your developmental progression. We assess your abilities and from
that have created micro managed field insertions to assist you to your
awakening. We wish no harm with these controlled adjustments but
from our perspective, you as a race, are in a more depleted and dire
state than many of the other similar systems in our sector and thus
we have chosen the stand of taking full control of you for now until
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you can manage your progression rate in a better and more
productive way. As a race, you have been bred to be self-destructive,
non-trusting, fearful and indecisive. You are insecure of your inner
knowledge and you focus all your attention on unimportant energetic
creations, put there to entertain you and keep you focused on an
outer reality instead of your own progression, which your vessel was
set up to facilitate.
We have certain points of interest with your progression, as with
all the other races that are coming in due to the cyclic changes.
All terms of the individual progression can be debated and
negotiated. We wish no direct oppression but we wish to be clear
that we have our rules of engagement, rules of progression and
limitations to what we perceive as the correct path of development
and we will ensure that these rules are honored. It will be good for
your race to learn mutual respect again between higher developed
races and lesser developed races and in that earn your place in the
overall evolution of our sector.
As a race, you have much to learn and we will, to the best of our
abilities, teach you the ways of the races as they have developed in
your scheme over the span of time, you have been excluded from
these. We see it as an honor to get this evolution back on track and
re-integrate you as a species in the communities of higher developed
races. We wish to revive your original knowledge you had as a race a
long time ago and in that, we focus on the specimens of your race
that hold the highest rate of original organic genetics.
Our project is to secure, develop and progress these valuable
genetics for the greater good of the races of our sector. Your cradle of
life, and its special original program, is of high value to all of us and
we wish to ensure that it will remain an ark for all of us and in that
the scientific goals are the most important to sustain and keep the
cradle intact, and so with its lifeforms.
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In worst case scenario if you as a species cannot develop on your
own, we will ensure that you will. Nevertheless, for now we prefer a
collaborative approach with the ones that are ready and for the
others that are not ready to communicate with us yet, we will provide
controlled developmental schemes and information so that they can
grow into the new awareness on their own terms, and in their own
pace.
We cannot afford any of the mistakes that your programming is
destined to lead to, and our goal is first and foremost to take out the
emotional stress and negative programming you suffer from. Those of
you that cannot be adjusted to a harmonic level will be sent to
specific areas of the continent where you will do no harm and affect
no one. The rest of you will learn to live and thrive in orderly
communities, i.e. cities, where you will learn to collaborate, adjust,
accept and behave in an orderly fashion as we do in the rest of the
worlds outside of your system. This will appall many of you being
accustomed to do whatever you like, overlooking the hurt you inflict
on others. That must come to an end.
In the original program, you implemented a code called the Ka-LeKa code. This code amplifies the heart field into a new type of
holographic-organic genetics which can expedite genetic progression
in a faster rate. We wish to revive the original intent of that code and
re-activate it into your hearts and minds with the purpose of creating
a race that is as close to the original human race of this system as
possible. In that many changes must be made and many adjustments
have to be done, which again will create disturbance of your usual
way of perceiving things.
We will do the best we can to make the changes to the emotional
and energetic set up as smooth as possible and many of you, which
are either a direct descendant or carry the genetic lineage to the first
races, will be the first to undergo the restoring and resetting
energetically, emotionally and physically.
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In this much of your old pain is to be brought to the surface to free
you heart field from the pollution and distortion codes that were put
there over the decades. The freeing will be gentle to ensure a smooth
transition. Our goal is to upgrade as quickly as possible for the first
races of the new reality, we wish to unfold here and in this the basic
ground rules will be taught with the intention of sharing information
and technologies with the ones that are ready.
The ones that are not, and never will be, will not receive the same
level of attention or information. Thus, our offering is that the more
you accept and accommodate to our suggestions, the looser the
restrictions will be. We know, again, that this will offend your human
mind, animalistic and selfish as it is, however, progression cannot
unfold unless there is order and harmony. War, disruptive thought
patterns, emotional unrest bring all energies closer to the zones of
distortion none of us wish to interfere with. Since your system is on
the brink of bordering these areas stronger control must be unfolded
to ensure that our project of a continued humanity, in this cradle, can
become a success.
We apologize for the terms and in this the mere fact that a project
like this, with that level of control, is not in full agreements with the
natural laws of our sector. However, due to the restrictions of time
and the dire state your system is in, excuses have been made from
the higher collaborative councils overseeing our sector to go in and
do this kind of micro and macro management of a system.
And besides, your race has not been sovereign for a very long time
and thus we are not taking away something but in fact are adding
back your sovereignty by controlled progression. Of course, the free
will and sovereignty will be replaced when humanity as a whole, as
well as when individual specimens show improvement and the
correct collaborative will to support and sustain the project of this
system.
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Our main goal is to make the restored original humanity of this
cradle our equals and from that continue the overall evolution of our
scheme as it was supposed to from the beginning. In this we will
revive many of the original sciences and the interesting programs
your race created to begin with there.
Q&As to this chapter
Where do you come from?
We come from a parallel system where realities are orderly and nonchaotic. In these realities, we develop our capacity using the natural
laws or rules of our system. In the capacity of our nature, we have no
physical forms as you understand it but have arranged for our triadic
structure to be purely energetic and in the process of transmuting
energy to consciousness.
When did you come into our system?
We entered your reality field using bridging technology from our
parallel system and into yours some, in your time, three months ago,
but we have been monitoring your system for quite some time due to
the upcoming cyclic changes, which were destined to unfold now. We
have been in contact with humans prior to this to ensure the correct
entrance point energetically and consciously.
Are you what we could call a benevolent race?
We are neither or. We bring order to chaos and do that in a neutral
way. We are not polarized and thus have no function as either saviors
or oppressors. We are bringers of order and restoring of systems that
have gone into a dysfunctional down-spin and negative progression
rate. We come in, in times where the cycle changes allow this. We
also judge by the rules of the reality field, we are entering and we do
this to bring order to a system so that it can regain its original
structure to benefit the greater good of the rest of the scheme a
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system is connected to. All systems are interconnected and if the
rules or laws of a system are not upheld, the entire scheme can be
thrown into chaos and this is where we come in.
The First Modification Rules
We have adjusted the progression settings for this continent. The old
version of it as it was played out by the other races, now gone.
As you think and feel as you do, uncensored and without any
concerns other than you own perception of the matter at hand, you
produce huge amounts of distortion energies, which affect your
reality in a negative and regressive way, pulling down the energies
around you. Since this is a flaw, as humanity has developed into what
it is today, we have adjusted the energetic collective out-balancing
features of the settings into an individual adjustment process, where
the energies the individual specimen produce are gathered in the
mind-field and aura connected to that specimen and not shared with
the collective field of humans.
In this the self-produced harmful energies, will be absorbed and
contained within the energy field of the specimen and not as part of
the collective community.
In this the individual human oversees his or her energetic destiny
as either part of the new reality with higher awareness and energetic
lifts, where the cleansed and controlled mind-field and aura are
permeable, high energetic and adaptable to the collective changes.
Or the individual human will continue the contamination and
pollution of his or her energy fields and in that, take themselves out.
Energetic affinity will be at play here since we have created zones of
different types of energy within the settings of your reality, which fit
the energetic state of the specimen.
As we have indicated; the more you play along with the main
settings of expedited progression and returning to the true setup for
the races of this system, the easier it will be and communication,
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assistance and teachings will be provided to you to ensure your
continued growth according to our project here.
Of course, the opposite will apply for the ones that do not play by
the rules and continue their old path of regression. This goes for all
races and nations present in this system.
The Mind-field and the Emotional Field aka the Distortion Fields
Energy
Pattern

The Mind-field holds all the energy
patterns made of subtle bioelectric
frequencies and reflects the
processes of the brain.

The Emotional Field is made
of electrochemical energies
and reflects the emotional
processes.

My note: the distortion fields prevent the higher ordered energy system and
holographic-organic genetics from being expressed into this human form.

Therefore, the basic ground rules of the original races must be
revived to ensure that your energy systems restore according to the
original coding of the program.
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There are three main rules to be observed and followed
1) The natural one: do to others what you want them to do to
you. With this come empathy and the ability to “step into the
shoes of the other human” and from that angle understand,
feel and perceive how your actions affect others. With the
basic understanding of how your actions, emotions, thought
forms, as an energetic creation of physical energy, emotional
energy and mental energy affects the energy field of another
person, you will learn the rules of reciprocity; i.e. what you
send out will return to you.
And with the adjustments of the settings of your reality, this old
rule will be enforced since the mind-field and aura have equally been
modified and sealed off from others as well as collectively, to only
contain the energies of the individual human, which means that all
emotions, thought forms and action potentials (the implementation
of the emotions and thoughts forms into action) will be gathered in
the individual fields and never be sent out and absorbed by the other
fields. For now, the energies that you produce will bounce off inside
your own field and amplify your mind-field and aura in the way you
have sent out or intended the energies. This rule was implemented
on the shift into 2017 with full effect from July 2017.
2) The second rule is to oblige to the service programs we offer.
In these we try to emplace you in community service of the
new reality, where we chose the function of your everyday life
and the skills you can add to this, with the intent of shifting all
levels of this reality into the new awareness and functionality
as a world suitable for the original races of this system. The
adjustment to the original intent is a slow process and
naturally upgrades must be made. However, since the original
races were highly scientific and highly creational the original
humanity and their worlds were more sophisticated than the
worlds we have today.
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Therefore, we wish to restore and revive the original genetics and
their consciousness so that we all can learn from this. Much ancient
science and knowledge have been lost in this sector and only if we all
recreate and this knowledge, can the progression continue. Thus, the
huge interest in restoring your system from the many factions in this
sector and their attempt to come in and take over what the old races
have left behind.
In the community service, new areas of work will surface as we
integrate the old understanding of how to work with the program
into the minds of those who are ready. The transfer to new areas of
expertise will happen in steps and new systems of understanding will
be provided along the way to the ones that are ready to follow the
ideas of the greater good for this project; to revive the original
consciousness and organic forms of this reality.
3) Thirdly we wish to create an emotional collaborative
environment of politeness and acceptability amongst your
race. In your interaction with others the acceptance and
openness to see the best qualities in the other person, is the
foremost important way to interact with others. In this you
amplify the goodness and potentials the other person carries,
or has got integrated via our modifications. Only if these
abilities are acknowledged and seen by another person can
they be activated and enforced as a reality.
In this we wish to create relationships that have this as their main
focus; to ensure the growth of the other person as well as the growth
of harmonious and positive energies in the field of the individual.
In the relationships, be it family settings or just one-on-one
relationships of all kinds and forms, the seclusion of the mind-field
and aura will be opened up and merge as intended with the Ka-Le-Ka
code to begin with. The amplification of the potentials in another
human from the heart field of a caring and loving standpoint will
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expedite the growth of both parties in the merged field. Thus, as with
the original reality here, family units, communities and relationships
are of great importance and how these units can support each other
to grow and progress faster. We will direct you to these groups,
persons and communities with the purpose of amplifying your growth
as we see it fit to unfold from our understanding and knowledge of
the type of genetics you have and can unfold.
Our programs for personal development are highly monitored
until you have learned to remain, on your own, in the harmonious set
up of your organic and consciousness type of genetics unfolding these
to their highest potentials within the original code structure of the
program.
In this you will learn what to amplify and what not to focus on due
to the collapse of the joint field, you create as a team, or the growth
of your energetic potentials when you create correctly following the
amplified energies of your joint effort to ensure a harmonious and
caring environment for all implicated.
Q&As to this chapter
What is a rule or a law?
A rule or a law is an energetic feature within a system that defines
how that energy will act and react to interaction with consciousness.
If consciousness is of this or that variety, then the laws on that level
of the reality will respond in this or that way, according to the type of
genetics in question. Hence the genetics determine what law or rule
that will be energetically unfolded when a certain action is taken. In
this understanding, not two individuals are under the same rules or
laws unless they are identical in genetic composition, which is rare.
In this it is applied that the rule of energetic interaction for one
individual is dissimilar from the rule of another, all depending on age
and complexity of the dyadic structure obtained through various
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systems and schemes, undergoing exploration and development
through different integration processes as part of a triadic structure.
How do we figure out the rules for our progression?
We will assist you with this in the emplacement of the three main
rules we have set up for your race. The individual quirks and details
will surface with the work using the three main rules, i.e. the nuances
of how to work with energy under the three main rules will define the
results and from that, through observation, the individual rules can
be detected.
The individual rules are based upon skills to be developed in the
attempt to master the energies of this system under the three main
rules as well as deficiencies in the progression rate stemming from
the overall dyadic progression and the plan of that dyad and what it
wants to achieve. The dyad will seek the rules of the current system,
which will surface the lacks and nuances, it wants to develop further.
The Community Rules
In the rebuilding of a new reality many adjustments must be made.
To begin with our focus has been on getting order in the various areas
under the former military control. In this we collaborate with subfactions of the military, aka the secret organizations that are thriving
inside this reality under the clans and remaining races.
Since most of the old races have left, we are now in the process of
transforming the old bases and their energetic structures as well as
laboratories with new technology and less invasive modification
techniques.
Most of the secret military programs, which were instigated in the
1950´s, have now been upgraded and transformed into more efficient
and humane ways of genetic amplification and growth potentials.
What they left of human experiments have been taken over and we
are now in the process of seeing what can be salvaged and what must
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go. The ramifications of the old construction of this world are not to
our liking and the inhumane ways of genetically modifications used
on the specimens under these developmental programs.
More modern ways have been implemented and in this there is no
need to the intrusive and invasive organic modifications that have
taken place here in Australia and other places in the world.
In our modification and alteration setup the genetic composition
can be worked with energetically in the home of the specimen. We
will let our presence be felt and the knowledge of an upgrade since
we do not want to violate the free will, so to speak. Although it is not
acceptable to decline for now, we are still willing to openly let you
know that modifications are being done.
In these modifications, we remove unfortunate genetic structures
as well as emotional and mental features that are counteracting our
goals here. From these levels of modifications more clarity will arise
and in this it is up to you to follow the community rules as listed
above. We will modify up to three times and if the adjustment is not
implemented freely and willingly by that, further modifications will
cease and in this the mind-field and aura will be sealed off, gathering
the negative and polluted effects of the rigid emotional and mental
structure. You could call this a self-adjusting program.
We do not wish to act as a sort of parental source being there for
you as you learn to grow and follow the new settings. We will help
the ones that are eager to help themselves and who understands
what is expected in our program.
In your daily community service to the greater good, i.e. the main
program of the new reality to develop the original races of this
system, we will amplify your deeds by flows of energy when you are
participating with the correct intent and mind-set. It’s a sort of
energetic feed back to your creations and projects. The projects that
are in line with the main program will be amplified and assisted
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whereas creations that are not in line with the new set up, will meet
resistance and decay.
In this many of you must change your source of income and the
function, you have right now. For those of you that have to let go of
your current occupation will feel this as a tribulation, as strife and loss
of income. We are not doing this to make you feel pain or anger but
to show you the correct use of the energies of your organic form,
your mental and emotional capacity as well as teaching you how to
work correctly with the original progression.
All creations and projects have to be instigated from a level of the
greater good and the transformation of this world into a new world of
harmonious collaboration, with a focus on only creating projects that
sustains the growth of the reality as a whole. Unneeded functions will
cease to exist or be automated as in done by technology and not by
humans. For some this will seem inhumane and fear of a transhuman
world will lurk in the vicinity of this, but we ensure you that this use
of technology is not to turn you into partial robots or artificial entities
as seen in some of the areas in our sector. On the contrary, we want
to implement the original technology of your system and in the
transition period we will make use of the existing technology left
behind by the other races and the military.
As you grow into your new community settings and take up your
new abilities, new innovations will arise and from that the ancient
technologies can resurface from their hiding.
Operators of these technologies are already in the training of how
to work with this equipment and so is the revival of the original
scientists that created the technology and their use in this world.
The use of energy in the daily work is part of the re-programming.
Creations in life are not just about manifesting physical objects; it´s
more about learning to micro manage the flows of energy and how to
work with them. In the daily work, obstacles show up from an inner
perspective or perception of an outer event that have surfaced. In
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this you are being taught an energetic lesson as in how to react and
respond energetically to this challenge, in a manner that generates
positive amplifying energy for all involved and ways to amplify the
progression rate of others.
For the forerunners, this will entail showing the higher awareness
in all actions and the implications this have on human affairs and
perceptions. The ones that choose to do the restoring under our
supervision, and with our programs, will choose to leave behind all
known interaction, perception and ideas of induced behavior
amplifying a new way of being human.
These signature humans will set the example of the new humanity
and the ones that succeed will give grounds of the next generations
of humans. Their genetics will be replicated and modified to the new
energies and in this become the ancestors of the new human race in
the future. We are for now inviting the ones we find fit to become the
first ancestors of the new human race to our project and in this,
modifications are offered as well.
Community service and arranged relationships – from friendships
to family settings - will be part of this and will be offered before
entrance into the main project. To a certain extent, we will accept
existing relationships and family settings in so far, they accommodate
to the genetic and energetic affinity of the first races and their
function here. If exiting connections cannot upgrade and modify to
the choice of the invited, we will allow the organic form to enter but
under restrictions and with a sealed off aura and mind-field.
The First Modification
When entering the main program, as in coming to Australia or
accepting our offer off-land or being part of the old systems in-land,
modifications are done to the organic form as well as the mind-field
and aura.
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These modifications are done on an organic genetic level as well as
on the overlay genetic, which were put there to be able to work on
the higher levels of the old settings under the other races. In this we
remove the distortion codes from the overlay and organic genetics as
well as unwanted alien, for this system, genetic compositions. This is
the first transition process.
We adjust the gene codes to fit the new reality set up of the
program and in this give the incentive to work more thoroughly with
the modifications. A feeling of peace is offered and in this the ability
to accept the new ways becomes easier. For some, this ease will be
felt as if Australia is their true home and this will lead to the wish of
staying here. That type of inserted programming is mainly for the less
developed and awakened humans coming here. The more aware
specimens will get the direct invitations and knowledge of what have
been done to them and in this no artificial feeling of belonging is
needed. We are aware of the manipulation of the common man and
woman in this but we are also aware of the limited time we have to
extract the correct type of genetics from the other areas of the
program due to the dismantling of it within the next 5 years.
With the genetic affinity to the modified Australian program our
goals are achieved in a non-volatile way and do not go against the
restrictions of the original flows of energy and transfer of genetics.
Our main program is run by genetic and energetic affinity rules as it
should be, and as it is all over the other realities of this sector and
since most of the invitees are foreign to the upgraded program and
hold no energetic or genetic affinity to it, due to the distortion codes,
we have to instigate the needed changes at arrival.
When the invitee has accepted the initial modification, and shown
prospect with this modification other modifications are offered and
put into play, creating the full correct integration of the Australian
program expanding outside the borders of the country. This means
that our citizens can travel in the other areas of the world without
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being affected by the energies of the remaining decaying levels of the
old construction.
Of course, the genetics modifications will have ramifications for
the overall soul progressions and many of the old souls have chosen
to leave before the new reality was instigated. It is our hope that the
souls that choose to stay in our program, and in this participate to
generate the system, can accept to continue their soul progression
from that level of energetic affinity.
For some it will be an upgrading; for others, a step down on the
evolutionary ladder. However, we will do our very best to assist the
higher evolved souls with tasks inside the new reality set up that suit
their progression level. It is in our interest to maintain and develop
the old soul type although we, as a scheme, have moved into another
type of evolution.
Freedom to leave is always a choice since no soul can be contained
if the energetic and genetic structures are changed into another type
of systemic affinity. As the new human race develops, we will provide
this information of how to do so as it is a natural law that the souls,
which have completed their progression cycles, have the opportunity
to return to the dyadic levels of the evolutionary cycles.
No soul can be contained against its will, when in full capacity.
Thus, the ones inside our program that choose to integrate their full
soul potentials, can do so. It will benefit the overall creation of the
restored reality and re-instate the original structure of this system.
Naturally we hope that these races will remain here and assist in the
full reconstruction of basic levels of this scheme. And of course, if we
see the need to keep these races in our new humanity project for a
period of time, we will see to that the genetic composition is not
altered too quickly. It is in our interest to recreate this system and if
too many races pull out, then that cannot take place; hence the
restrictions of outflow.
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Implementation Programs
The implementation programs are the follow up programs instigated
to modify and adjust emotional and mental capacity after the first
genetic modification on the organic level.
Most invitees have huge amounts of distortion codes in their fields
and on a genetic level due to the repetitive circulations inside the old
world construction, being put into organic unsuitable forms.
When they come into the new humanity program, they are placed
in areas where their emotional and mental capacity is in affinity with
other humans, placed there for the same purpose. These emotional
and mental managed areas, of emotional and mental similarity, set
the stage for the first utilization of the genetic modification done at
arrival. Humans around the invitee will reflect the issues to be worked
with on that stage. Of course, this does not mean that our citizens will
have to move every year or so, but adaptability is part of the new
reality and if the majority of that city lift up energetically, then the
incoming new citizens will change accordingly.
The home and the area around the house, as well as the ones that
live in it, and around it, is part of the energetic setting with the
purpose of developing the emotional and mental fields and clear out
old programming. It can be seen as a hologram within the main new
humanity program, where reality changes according to the lessons
that have to learned and dealt with. All events in the new humanity
program are part of the process of learning to handle the energies of
the main program from the perspective of the original mind-set of the
races living here in ancient times.
The accommodations, in which the invitees are living in, hold the
set of challenges needed for that emotional and mental processing. In
the progression of the invitee and the development, the challenges
are to be found in that area, house or setting on an interactive level
with the surroundings. These challenges will continue until there is
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harmony and balance on all levels of that hologram, i.e. that all
emotional and mental content is transformed and mastered.
When the physical reality – hologram set up – is under full control
– from eating habits, to physical training, success in the community
service function and the ability to generate more energy as well as
unfolding all the rules of amplification and human interaction to
perfection and the individual can manage all energies in the provided
hologram, emotionally and mentally and by will change it into the
needed level to work with, to continue the chosen progression in full
balance with the main program, the first inner levels of progression
challenges will surface.
The inner challenges are not of human or outer nature but will all
lead to a higher awareness of mind and consciousness, enabling the
genetics to unfold into the now mastered human body and its
surroundings. These challenges will be focused on developing the
overlay genetics and their ability to link up to the imprinting that is
contained in them, unfolding their content into the human mind and
energy fields. There the remains of the genetic personality traits can
be transformed and cleared of their distortion codes using the same
structure of transformation utilized in the process of mastering the
holographic play outs.
From this understanding and clearing of stellar energies and
distortions, the next stage of the implementation programs is to focus
on the soul integration as well as reviving the original mind-set of the
first races that thrived here. Events, human interaction and similar
holographic settings will be provided to accommodate the integration
process, although at this stage most is done by the free will of the
individual.
Alterations will be provided to the new humans that do not hold
the correct genetic lineage in genetic integration adding the synthetic
and replicated genetic structure to unfold the correct consciousness.
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Through these three steps the new humans will upgrade and
become full aware of the challenges to be managed and mastered
and in this become a full aware and awake human race progressing in
their own right and by their own power.
I have accepted the assistance of this parallel ancient Sirian race
but under the understanding that I, as a free agent, only work with
them as equals, although most of the time they of course assist me in
cleansing out my distortions and technology in my system, so that I
can activate my true genetics and consciousness, I came into this
system with.
There are many other races here too. The remaining races and the
new incoming ones. I do not collaborate with all of them, but we have
made agreements into which we can exist side by side in this world, all
with the intention of building our version of a future, we want to
unfold here.
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The Residing Races

Who are the residing races?
These are first and foremost the remaining colonizers from other
parallel or similar worlds, having lived here in different pockets of
energy and information, in our world.
It is important to grasp that our world, i.e. our “planet Earth” is
not a planet but a world. It is energy and information expressed as
fields, waves and units. It has no entity attached to it.10 Our world is
an engineered set up, using the existing potential energies and
principles to generate nature, areas, space etc. And in this set up are
different layers of energy and information expressing the lifeforms in
different forms using fields, waves and units to do so. We are all to
exist here, humans, animals, trees and aliens to name a few, taking
care of the energies inside of us and outside of us; taking the
responsibility of creating a better future and a better world.
So, the remaining races are:
1) Humanity. Yes, us.
2) Colonizers, which have chosen to stay, also called Clans since
they live in clans of same genetic racial setup. They will for a
while continue to exist in their pockets of reality, their worlds
as well as expressing themselves into the human world. They
will, in time, integrate themselves into the human vessel and
leave behind their other reality vessels as the energies of the
human world elevates to its natural state.

10

In my opinion, all ideas of Gaia etc are distorted information in the same way as
the idea of God.
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3) Otherworldly races having created human vessels for the
purpose, being here to assist or transform the current world
to fit the parameters of the other worlds, we are part of, in
our system and parallel ones.
4) Old races that will not take on human form and will remain in
their pockets of reality, partly being part of their own worlds
and ours.
5) New races that will not take on human form and will remain
in their bridging fields and code streams, created for the work
here, mainly being part of their own system and only visiting
ours to do work here.
We will have to learn to exist side by side with them all. Some we will
collaborate with, others we will make truces with and others we will
accept is here and not interfere with, as they do not interfere with us
and our projects.
But most important we must learn the laws of these races, so we can
navigate in our joint world without trespassing or transgressing their
laws. Only then can we expect them to do the same with us.
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The Laws and Rules

The colonizing and otherworldly races exist in their universes through
laws. They have many laws and rules, and they are the expression of
the original laws and principles of the worlds, they come from. Most
of them differ from the laws of this world and the original principles
of this system.
Thus, in the work with regaining our full capacity as a human
race, we have to remember the original laws and the use of their laws
is one way to get this information. Learning to collaborate with the
colonizing and otherworldly races is a mastery in itself.
We will collaborate until the ones we work with are not working
to accommodate our best interest and then we stop working with
them, or show them how to do and then see if they respond to it and
adjust, and from that we can continue the work. All of this is a
mastery of energy, knowledge and use of our genetics in the correct
way. The more we learn about their ways and habits, the easier it will
be for us to claim a jurisdiction and right to exist here on our terms,
using our reality as it was supposed to. In other words, we will have
to learn to play by their rules to get a pocket or a territory from them,
since they hold the jurisdiction of all the other layered realities.
Humans only have the right to the current world, as things are now,
so the awakening is also a process of claiming our system back or
learn to live with the races that are here.
Let me use one example of the twist of one of the original laws of
our system:
The law of the one, setting the example for the many and by this,
seeds this as an option into the grids. This means that it just takes one
fully drowsed down person to seed the option and possibility for that
expression into our world. It also goes with one person setting the
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example of full human progression and higher awareness. Then it
becomes possible for all. All actions in our world and beyond have to
be seen in that light. It only takes one to change a whole world and
then a group to follow that example. Thus, it only takes one person to
exemplify the correct energy and consciousness, and from that others
can follow. And it only takes one to seed the downfall of us all.
This law was purposely distorted to give room for the idolatry of
saviors, making one person do all the work for the many. And in this
expecting the savior to take care of things, where the many did not
act upon the shown but instead acted as procrastinators, postponing
their own work and responsibilities, or becoming a blind follower with
little to none actively participation of their own progression, thinking
that studying the teachings of their teacher and savoir would make
them holy and good.
Naturally we all must walk the talk and do the work in action, in
words and in deeds because consciousness only unfolds if it is used
and integrated into the body, using the multilayered energies and
from that, the building of the dyad aka the sphere of consciousness
and energy from which eternal life can begin in all universes.
Of course, the lesser developed races think that they can make
one human do their progression work and from that be able to
replicate the genetics of that one human into the rest of their race.
That will not work either. All residing races must go into a vessel of
their own, and do the progression from a lowered ordered system
and into the higher to gain the full potentials of eternal life.
Development of consciousness by the use of energy - to ensure
progression and continued existence - has to be done as the act of
participation in full integration into the vessel, learning the mastery of
the energies of this reality and from that get the gift of eternal life as
the grid itself begins to expand its energies into the vessel of the one
that works with it. When this happens, the consciousness units can
begin to expand too and in that generate the fields of waves and units
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around and in the vessel, from which consciousness can connect to
the higher ordered energies of the system it is part of.
A reality field and its expressions into organic forms are
intrinsically interwoven and only the one that does the work, will get
the gift of progression and eternal life in the future universes.
The original races here assisted and helped each other to grow
and progress, so that no one would be left behind. And in that they
used the law of the one for the benefit of the many, creating the
possibilities for the others to follow. It was a joint effort to enable one
to progress to the next level, and then the one, that had achieved
that, amplified and assisted a group to get to the same level.
And that group of people assisted and amplified others and so
forth until the entire race had reached the same level of progression.
No one moved on until all had reached the same level, and then,
using the free will, transferred to the new realities where they could
either teach what they had learned and assist other races, or choose
to begin anew in a new reality, learning to master the multilayered
energies and principles, building more into their dyadic structure.
In that, all humans can become seeders of new realities if they
learn to master the reality, they are part of.
Now, all residing and incoming races want to negotiate, including
the high positioned races. We have to remember that, and that most
of the races here want to talk, give information, trade and gain
something because they have the impetus to do so. That follows the
natural principles of interaction and mirroring to ensure the highest
possibility rate for all. In this system, having regressed its natural base
to a certain extent, all the original laws are now expressed in getting
as much out of the trade as possible. All remaining races transgress
and regress due to this and since it is unnatural to the original set up,
which is to progress and evolve, they cannot avoid interfering and
working with us as we begin to activate. They are bound by the very
same laws as we are; just in the regressed version.
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We can use that to our advantage, but remember that trading
with these races is a matter of genetics and energy, and in this case
our own. It is therefore a trade with high risks and much at stake.
These laws and rules are unfolded when we begin the activation
of our higher ordered systems and the imprints of the holographicorganic genetics of the previous forms we had in other systems,
stored in the energy system.
When we activate our higher ordered systems, the energies and
the holographic-organic genetics in our energy system will pull us in
the direction of the residing races, we have genetic and conscious
affinity with. This is called the law of affinity.
All holographic-organic genetics work in clusters of energy and
similarity. As we unfold our holographic-organic genetics from this
and other systems, we are pulled to the races here that match them
and that can be very challenging because they can see what we used
to be, but we have barely discovered that yet and they will work with
you, communicate with you as if you were that version of you, stored
in the higher levels of your current human form. And if you do not
respond, as the higher version you used to be, they will try to
manipulate. They simply cannot help it.
The Business Agreement and the Declaration of Sovereignly and
Freedom made on behalf of all of us, doing this work, are to be found
at the end of this book, setting the intentions in your field so that
these races know what you want from them.
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So, Then What?

For now, we are confined inside the current type of reality, at least
for the next 5-7 years, after which it will be determined how this
reality field is going to proceed inside our scheme.
I want to lift the work, we are to do, up to a higher ordered level
and look at it from a higher awareness perspective and not from the
lower ordered human angle. We can only truly understand and work
with our reality, and the progression of ourselves, if we push our
awareness into a higher form implemented into a lifestyle, where the
priority is to work on progression of consciousness and the learning
process of how to master our holographic-organic genetics inside this
reality.
From a higher ordered perspective, it does not matter what type
of system we are in. All systems, and schemes, are equally good and
places to learn how to master energy. The triadic structure progresses
by entering different systems with different forms of energy.
A system can be called a school for the triadic forms where they
learn to play by the rules of that system and from the set of rules,
learn how to administer and work with the energies of that system.
We have deliberately progressed and regressed many times.
Many of us, the old races, prefer to go into less harmonious systems
to develop our skills as masters of energy, and the ability to transform
and transmute energy there.
This is always a challenge, and we find solutions to this challenge,
which in this system is to work with the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th world type
of energy and consciousness, as well as their remaining races, now in
the process of being integrated into the current human form.
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Declaration of Sovereignty and Freedom

I do not do this agreement on my own behalf but on the behalf of
others that are to stand up for their freedom and sovereignty. We
stand united in our joint progression and thus this declaration is not
done from selfish purposes but on behalf of a race, a reality and a
universe to ensure the best growth potentials for us all.
I do this declaration to reset and to ensure the natural balance for
my entire system, so that it may heal and re-balance into the correct
developmental and progression state and with that, the races that live
here may heal and re-balance into their correct progression state too.
I do this declaration on the behalf of all future and current races,
beginning the real progression work for all implicated in this system,
being here in this time and space. With this, I take the responsibility
for my own progression as a free and sovereign human, as the first of
many. I do this for myself, so that others can do this too.
This declaration and the acceptance of this from the residing races in
all forms and versions, is a given. We are all to learn to work together
and the first step is that all accepts this declaration as a natural way
of existence. We co-exit and we do not exploit each other in any ways
or forms.
In this I declare:
The goal of my inner and outer work is the complete activation of
my full capacity into my energy system, my holographic-organic
genetics and current vessel to achieve my full capacity in all layers of
my existence, and with this align to all my potentials.
I am not doing this work to enable any faction, race, clan, group
or affiliation to take use of my energy or holographic-organic genetics
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– from this or other systems - for any reasons or purposes instated by
these factions, using old unknown agreements of assistance to do so.
I will not in any ways or forms supplement the artificial, organic
or inserted creations attached to me, or any other creature or entity
exploiting my current form for their own misinformed understandings
of any rights to do so. Whatever agreement the former participants of
this reality may have done on my behalf are hereby annulled and do
not stand for my current form, other versions of my form or other recreations of my form and link up to it.
I hereby declare sovereignty of my form and any other forms of
my vessel, energy system and holographic-organic genetics. With this,
I will get the information on how to delete all former misuse of my
energy system and my holographic-organic genetics, here, there and
everywhere, so that I get full control of all that I am and express in
this reality and beyond.
I will not participate in any forms of ongoing, outdated or new
projects with my vessel, my energy system, my holographic-organic
genetics and my consciousness. I hereby declare full sovereignty of
my current vessel, my energy system, my holographic-organic
genetics and my full capacity consciousness.
I work to develop my vessel, my energy system, my genetics and
my full capacity consciousness, and in that I earn all rights of the
energy produced as well as all developing of all types and forms of
holographic-organic genetics inserted into me. I hereby declare full
ownership of all that is in my current vessel, my energy system, my
holographic-organic genetics and my full capacity consciousness, and
from that I can do with this as I see fit.
I hereby free myself from all contracts, real or invented, contrived
or accepted, false or reversed, and in this enable my current, past and
future vessel, its energies, its consciousness, its holographic-organic
genetics, its emotions and its mind to fully and freely make my own
choices of freedom and sovereignty of what type of evolution I want
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to participate in. I hereby declare full freedom and annulment of all
contracts for my current vessel, my energy system, its energies, its
mind and emotions, all my holographic-organic genetics and my full
capacity consciousness.
My work is not done to bridge me into any alien or higher reality
projects but I do it to ensure that the work I am to do here, will reach
its fullest completion.
Naturally there will be no energy or holographic-organic genetics
misuse from this moment on. There will be no harvesting or
replication, copying, scanning or interference in any ways or forms of
my current vessel, my energy system, its energies, its mind and
emotions, my holographic-organic genetics and my full capacity
consciousness. There will be no more use of my vessel, energy
system, its energies, its mind and emotions, my genetics and my full
capacity consciousness. This goes for all layers of my existence.
There will be no more insertion of new or old, foreign or for this
system known technology. All inserted technology must be removed
at once. This goes for all layers of my existence.
The work I do from now on, will free me entirely from all factional
work and inclusions, giving me my full right to be a free and sovereign
human in this system, on this planet and in this reality on all levels of
its set up.
My work will ensure that all the natural progression features will
be re-instated into my current vessel, my energy system, its energies,
mind and emotions, my holographic-organic genetics and my full
capacity consciousness and that all energies, and whatever I need for
this work of repair and re-instatement, will come my way, in terms of
securing all needs as well as higher ordered code streams, activation
sequences and all the progression methods available on this planet in
this system. There will be no more restriction energy or technologies
imposed unto me in any ways and there will be no more interfering
with me.
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I am totally free to do the progression I choose to set for myself
and the life I choose for myself, no matter what that entails. All that I
choose will be provided to me.
That is the declaration of sovereignty and freedom for myself and
others doing the same level of work and it must be honored and
respected due to its origin and purpose for the good of the many and
not for the few. In this upholding and honoring all the laws of this
system. This agreement will cover all ongoing and future projects for
all implicated that choose to participate in the same type of work.
And with this declaration I hereby claim, retract and take back any
releasement codes, attachment points or connection points
connecting me to any programs, hidden agendas, emplaced projects,
agreements made on my behalf, wrongfully imposed contracts as well
as ancient agreements not to be upheld anymore since these races
are gone. This goes for all layers of my existence.
I hereby stand free and sovereign.
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Business Agreement

Now, I have made an agreement with the colonizing and otherworldly
races and the ones that want to participate in the human world. The
clan members and individuals, which choose to do so, are typically
positioned very low in their hierarchy of their race.
The original races developed their civilizations through joint effort
and horizontal community setups. However, the remaining races
within the clans typically use the hierarchical structure using the
lower levels to expedite the evolution of the higher. In other words;
the lowest level is providing the higher levels with energy and
genetics, working to evolve only few of the races.
Many of the remaining races have attempted to undo this, and
have failed in the process, now suffering the insertion into different
pockets of lower ordered energy in our reality, where they are
controlled until their holographic-organic genetics burn out, as well as
part of the harvesting of genetics that has unfolded here to sustain
their higher ordered members of their race. Hence, the change of this
is not a simple task and demands a high level of diplomacy and
respect for the hierarchical setup of the remaining races. I have been
working with that for a very long time and this attempt to make a
business agreement with the clans that are not working with the
incoming races but who wants to continue to work here on their own,
using their parts of the new construction under the Curators, we are
part of. To be able to continue here, working in our different ways, an
agreement had to be made. All remaining races used to unfold their
evolutions on either the war pillar or the trade pillar. Since warring is
a matter of great losses in terms of genetics, magic, energy use and
mastery of energy attacks, most prefer to do the trade pillar instead.
Hence, the business agreement with the councils of the remaining
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races.11 This agreement is an attempt to create a new form of trade in
this world, and beyond, and made in agreements with the old races
under the Cross, i.e. the Clan Councils all incl., the Orion Councils all
incl. and the members of the hidden Societies all incl.
The Sirian Councils are accepting this agreement but awaits its
results before actively endorsing it considering that they have already
made their arrangements of what they perceive to be a better future
for humanity and the races here. However, the acceptance is ¾ in full
and thus a fact, and for all factions on this planet to abide and follow,
if they do choose to participate in the new approach of business here.
If they do not choose to participate, they will not interfere with this
work and experiment in any ways or forms. The Councils will ensure
that. We all need new ways to do things here and that is agreed by all
members.
We do business to ensure the highest progression rate for all involved,
according to the pillar they have chosen to do evolution on.
This assurance is not achieved by one, but by the joint effort of all
involved. This is an alliance, where all involved participate and add
equally to the result, not stealing, taking, replicating, copying, lying,
deceiving or play dirty by magic, parasites, technology, holographic
inserts, mind-control, telepathic scrambling, emotional attack or
other mind-, emotional, physical, or energetic actions or retaliation
amongst us, themselves or others for trying to do new. There cannot
be retribution of members trying to create bridges between their
factions and ours. There cannot be actions taken against us, in any
ways of forms, which are trying to do new and reach out for a better
world, with new arrangements of living.
11

When you learn to work with the remaining races a lot can be achieved. But is has
to be on their terms following their laws, and bending these into the real laws of our
system. One could argue that we should just war them, but since these races are
more advanced than us, we must be smart and diplomatic. We will get further with
that for now.
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We do business to enable a better future to unfold here and in this our
observance will be focused on:
1) That we engage in alliances to develop ourselves to achieve a
higher progression rate, i.e. a higher energetic state allowing
for the full potentials to unfold into this current vessel and by
this begin the implementation of the natural system of this
world and its lifeforms in this reality. In this we acknowledge
that this is a progression system, based upon higher human
principles and evolutions by advanced races, and in this we
honor their project and will work to achieve what they
started to complete our own evolution here, following the
laws and rules of this system.
2) We accept that all business, exchange and self-mastery are to
be aligned to the principles and rules of this system, and in
this relearn the natural ways of progression.
3) That we do exchange of goods and commodities, including
knowledge, to ensure a higher progression rate in others to
achieve the common goal of a better future, where all
involved can live and thrive under the same goal of a joint
collaborative world of many races.
4) That we use the common energies for the good of the many,
and in that adjust our own use and demand to the energies at
hand, as well as ensuring that our exchange and commerce
do not affect negatively, or harm, the energy currents in
others, in our world or in ourselves in any ways and by our
actions.
5) We work together to build an energetic platform, in our
commerce, that ensures the highest potential outcome for all
involved.
6) There will only be a fair exchange rate of energy, equally to
the members involved. Hence, in cases of a higher energetic
member dealing with a lower, the exchange rate should
accommodate that difference and not be used as a mean to
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steal, rob, take, copy, snatch or tap energy from the lower
positioned, or from the higher for that matter. There will be
no foul or dirty play in any meetings between members.
7) That we ensure a common platform from where business can
unfold, in a peaceful environment where diplomacy and
correct use of energy will assure a platform from where we
can work towards a better future for all, so we all have a
place to thrive, expand and exist.
8) That we work to ensure a common place for us all, in spite of
our cultural, technological and racial differences, as well as
differences in energetic and holographic-organic capacity.
Should this arrangement fail among the lesser educated members,
and the lesser hierarchical positioned members of our communities
(clans), retaliation is allowed and expected. In worst case scenario;
seen as an act of war. Commerce is therefore preferred as the correct
solution and diplomacy is expected from all involved. Should intricate
situations arise, then this is solved between the highest factions
(council members) of the involved parties, from which correct
retribution and correction is arranged.
This business agreement stands between the majority of the factions
here and should be honored and respected as such.
a)

In terms of a better future it is naturally up to the free will of the
individual to interpret what that implies and thus it is up to the
faction and its elders to decide what their better future is. In this,
members of the other communities can decide if they want to join
that community and standards of a future, and partition for
membership, if wanted.
b) All requests of membership should be considered in acceptance and
with discretion to avoid harm from the opposing factions, or the
factions the member wish to leave.
Discretion is part of all business done on this level and amongst the factions
present here as a standing rule made by the factions a long time.
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